
Science Week @Camden
Cottage  

 

Science Week 2021 at

Camden Cottage was

nothing short of

spectacular! Our friends

and educators popped on

their thinking caps and

rolled up their sleeves to

celebrate science with

smiles, excitement and

mess in equal measure.

 Our friends tested object

density with Miss Annetta,

they hypothesised which

items might sink or float

and put their ideas to the

test with a splash.

 Miss Megan prepared our

crowd pleasing, most

requested experiment -

the bicarb and vinegar

‘Volcano’. It never gets

old and is always

guaranteed to bring a

squeal of joy and leave a

bounty of questions in its

wake.



Concentration gradient was

explored with Miss Cathleen.

Many skittles were placed in

a shallow bowl of milk (some

in mouths), the coloured

sugar coating slowly dissolved

and dispersed towards the

centre of the bowl. The

density differences between

colours allowed them to stay

separate creating an amazing

pinwheel like pattern.

 Then on Friday, Ms Jen

implemented a science fun

day with the help of her

friends, to end things with a

bang. 

 There was ooblkeck galore -

a non newtonian fluid that

can act like a solid when

pressure is applied or slip

through your fingers like

slime when pressure is

released. 



Cloud dough to fossick

through as we uncovered

fossil buttons. String

telephones to make and then

listen with, to note the

effect our voice had when

vibrating upon our cup base,

along a string and then

vibrating again at the other

end. 

 Our pendulum painting helped

us observe the effects of

gravity and rotation, and

even static electricity was

explored with balloons and lot

of laughs.

 By the end of the week we

where exhausted but proud

of the thoughts we had

fuelled and the discoveries

we had made. 

 



Our Camden Cottage friends

are little scientists building

their ability to think not only

with excitement but

objectivity and creativity too.

They are learning the value

of team work, patience and

acceptance when their ideas

don’t go to plan. That said,

what we couldn’t have been

more proud of, was the

curiosity they exhumed in

abundance.

 Please be very proud of

your children, their inquisitive

personalities will serve them

well through a lifetime of

discoveries and adventure


